Contribution

- Propose a framework for a funny caption generator. (Call to Neural Joking Machine)

- Define Funny Score, which is a weighting system based on the evaluation of existing funny captions in a database. (Use as Loss function)

- Collected data to create BoketeDB from the web service Bokete.
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Funny Caption Example

“You told me you love me!”
「お前、俺のこと好きって言ったろ!」

"Does this dog have become a cheating partner?"
「この子、また浮気相手になってんの？」

“Beyond, actually a loud!”
「この先実は、ただの、やかましい!」

“Ah, that person is coming again.”
「あ、あの人が来てるわ」

Experts build AI joke machine that’s about as funny as an Adam Sandler movie (that bad)

Neural network comedy – literally, no laughing matter

By Katyanna Quach 1 Jun 2018 at 00:34
TRY ME !!
Prepare Neural Joking Machine !!

Take a photo
Generate Funny caption

"Oh, o'r, rice balls"